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U'he "Snag Boat"
by BRENT H. HUGHES

" rag-picker", sometimes known formally as a paper
money collector, never knows what he may find in his
incessant prowling of flea markets and attics.

Recently I discovered an old stock certificate of a company
with a strange name, "Kirk's Mississippi Snag Fender
Company". Crudely printed on cheap paper by an unknown
printer, it displays a side-wheel steamboat flanked by
portraits of two unidentified men.* The ornate border is
made up of typical items from the print shop tray, including
stern-wheel steamboats at the corners. The date is partially
printed "184_ " which fortunately gives us an important
clue to the company's purpose.

Today we use the expression "we struck a snag" to ex-
plain almost any kind of delay, but in 1840 on the Mississippi
and Missouri Rivers it described a serious accident. A "snag"
in this instance refers to a submerged tree, stump or large
branch embedded in a stream bed which constitutes a hazard
to navigation. To hit a substantial snag with a river steamboat
of the 1840's era meant instant disaster because of the pe-
culiar construction of the boat's hull.

The riches of the American frontier could be brought out
to civilization in large quantities only by riverboat. Before
steam engines were invented keelboats were used. Rowed,
poled or towed by human muscle, these boats were ram-
shackle flat-bottomed vessels designed to carry heavy loads of
cargo over shallow rivers. They were made of pine or poplar
instead of heavier oak and were considered expendable if the
cargo could be saved. When steam power came to the Mis-
souri in 1819, the side-wheelers were built like keelboats with
the engines added. But the shallow rivers still required them
to be broad and flat-bottomed with spoon-shaped bows to
slide over sand bars if necessary. They were flimsy craft with
little concern shown for crew or passenger safety. The heavy
steam engines literally pounded the boats to splinters after a
few trips. Pressure gauges were not generally used and boiler
explosions were common. Boats were destroyed also by fire,
ice jams, high winds, lightning, collisions with railroad
bridges, and most of all by snags, rocks and shoals.

Insurance records of the time show an incredible number
of entries such as "struck a snag on first trip up the Missouri
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River. Boat a total loss. She was valued at $38,000. Deck load
saved, balance of cargo was lost." The problem of snags
tended to perpetuate itself because the steam engines burned
enormous quantities of wood from trees cut down along the
river banks. Soil erosion then sent the stumps into the river to
become additional snags.

In 1839, some boat builders experimented with iron hulls
but found them both too heavy and too expensive. The side-
wheelers, which were especially vulnerable to snags, were
gradually replaced by the larger stern-wheelers which were
less vulnerable. In 1859, the ultimate Missouri riverboat ap-
peared, a powerful stern-wheeler drawing only 31 inches of
water while hauling an incredible 350 tons of cargo. By then,
of course, special "snag boats" were engaged in clearing
snags from the channel. A shipbuilder named Henry Shreve
was issued a patent in 1838 for a double-hulled boat like a
catamaran which scooped up sunken trees and pulled them
aboard with a powered cable. By 1880, the Army Corps of
Engineers was using huge steel-hulled boats based on Shreve's
design which were popularly known as "Uncle Sam's Tooth-
pullers."

Getting back to our strange stock certificate, I can find
no reference to a "snag fender." But since we know that pro-
tective shields on docks and ships are called "fenders." we
can assume that a "snag fender" was a compromise between
a wooden hull and a metal one. It might be compared to the
big steel bumper on a modern-day truck. Probably made of
heavy iron, it might have been designed to attach to the bow
of a steamboat to push aside the abundant snags and thereby
save the vessel from sinking. I can almost hear the salesman
telling the boat owner that it would pay for itself in just one
trip.

Who Kirk was is a mystery. He may have been a relative
of Dr. A. C. Kirk, a prominent inventor of marine steam en-
gines after the Civil War. Or he may have been a Captain
Kirk whose modern-day descendant is exploring outer space
on television in the good old "Star Ship Enterprise." I think I
will just frame the stock certificate, hang it on the wall and
wonder about the whole thing.

* Could they be William Penn (left) and Benjamin Franklin (right)?
Ed.
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Simulated Currency of the 19th Century
by RONALD L. HORSTMAN

Referring the readers' attention to Barbara R. Mueller's
excellent article in Paper Money No. 104 describing a Homer
Lee Bank Note Company advertising card, I present this proof
impression for their approval. This seven by three inch cer-
tificate, printed on India paper mounted on off white card
stock, was issued to contributors to the Republican National
Committee Reserve Fund. The vignettes, border and counters
of this item strongly resemble those used on United States cur-
rency of the period. Unlike the advertising card mentioned in
Barbara Mueller's article, this certificate is entirely engraved,

being printed in black with a brown grillwork for the back-
ground. Dated January 1, 1889, it bears the following obli-
gation: "This certifies that   has paid the sum
of TEN DOLLARS and agrees to contribute a like amount an-
nually as a Registered Contributor to the Reserve Fund of the
Republican National Committee. Future payments to be made
to the Treasurer of the said committee on the first day of
September of each year." A similar statement is contained on
the receipt stub.
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